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"Blake Williams" <BWilliams@nacintl.com>
"Maureen Clapper' <Maureen.Clapper@EM.DOE.GOV>
5/1/01 3:07PM
RE: Route Submission

Maureen,
Thank you for the time you spent with Roy Boyd, Greg Phillips, and myself,
on the phone today. Confirming our conversation, I spoke earlier today
with Daren at TLI, as Norman is on vacation this week.
Per Daren, as you stated, TLI was planning to do the route submittal back
in mid April.
This was assuming the use of the previous route, which would require only
a quick review by NRC. However, SRS later instructed TLI to use the
route through Missouri.
NAC is has since been contracted to perform the cross country portion of
the shipment, based on
a proposal using the currently approved route. NAC became aware of the
new routing plans
this week. We are realigning work on other projects, and intend to
have the route request
to NRC before then end of this week.
I've also spoken with Ms. Gloria Bennington (NRC), who informed me that
her mandate is
to complete route requests within 45 working days of submission. With the
present
work load and personnel shortage/changes at her office, she would expect
at least 60
calendar days to approve a route, possibly more.
I spoke with her of the timing. While I am certain she understands and
appreciates
our urgency, she did relay to me the fact that there are several other
requests ahead of ours.
Ms. Bennington has always been supportive and helpful in our requests, and
I know she will
do all she can to get this request out as soon as possible, with minimal
impact on her other
projects.
As we discussed, please feel free to contact Roy Boyd, or me, with any
questions or concerns.
Best Regards,
Blake

"Maureen Clapper" <Maureen.Clapper@EM.DOE.GOV>
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Glorb3 Bennington - RE: Rou" Submission

05/01/01 11:35 AM
To: "'bwilliams@nacintl.com'" <bwilliams@nacintl.com>
cc: "Tracy Mustin" <Tracy. Mustin@EM.DOE.GOV>, "'bill.clark@srs.gov"'
<bill.clark@srs.gov>, "'Jean Ridley." <Jean. Ridley@srs.gov>
Fax to:
RE: Route Submission
Subject:
I'm a little confused as to how the route submission has been handled.
When I talked with Norm Ravenscroft on April 16, he told me TLI would be
submitting the route to the NRC before the end of that week... knowing that
we are on a timeline with little give. I now understand that TLI is
handling the rail portion of the route to SRS and NAC will be handling the
road portion. But was the message not communicated as to the urgency for
submittal of this route?
Maureen
----- Original MessageFrom: jean. ridley@srs.gov [mailto:jean. ridley@srs.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, May 01, 2001 10:13 AM
To: bwilliams@nacintl.com
Cc: bill.clark@srs.gov; charles.messick@srs.gov; cindy.brizes@srs.gov;
Mustin, Tracy; Clapper, Maureen
Subject: Route Submission
Per your request, I am sending you this email to confirm our discussion.
After discussions with Tracy Mustin, EM-24, you are to continue to prepare
and submit the "blue" route to the NRC for approval.
Based on your information to me, the NRC (Gloria Bennington) has stated
they need 60-90 working days to approve the route unless it can be placed
at a higher priority. That time frame does not support the current cross
country shipment schedule. DOE will work to resolve this issue.
If you have any additional questions, please contact me.
Jean
803-952-4522

<bill.clark@srs.gov>, <Jean.Ridley@srs.gov>, <tracy. mustin@EM. DOE.GOV>, "Roy
CC:
Boyd" <RBoyd@nacintl.com>, "Tom Shelton" <TShelton@nacintl.com>, "Greg Phillips"
<GPhillips@nacintl.com>, <dcondrey@tliusa.com>, Norman Ravenscroft <nraven@tliusa.com>,
<wadejr@id.doe.gov>, <gmb@nrc.gov>, Thomas Schmidt <nuclear@t-online.de>
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